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Introduction 
“How to live together?”:  

Roland Bar thes and the phantasme of idiorrhythmic life

For Roland Barthes (1915-1980), writing was a way of exploring the most 
essential aspects of life, such as love, death, mourning, and relationships. From 
his first book Writing Degree Zero (1953) to the lecture manuscripts published 
after his death, Barthes investigated different perspectives on writing. His 
curiosity, the fact that he was always searching for new ways of experiencing 
the world and new ways of writing, is particularly inspiring. Whether he wrote 
about the novel, haiku poetry, the new Citroën DS 19, fashion, hermits from the 
fifth century, or photography, he found original departure points and left food 
for further reflection and space for more writing for those who came after him.

When celebrating the centennial of Barthes’s birth in Oslo in 2015, we 
chose one of his more unknown works to discuss: the posthumously published 
lecture manuscripts Comment vivre ensemble (How to Live Together). Note that 
the title is without any question mark: Does it mean that it is a mode d’emploi, ‘a 
user’s manual,’ as in Georges Perec’s novel?

This amazingly rich manuscript has a special background. On Wednesday, 
January 5, 1977, Barthes was solemnly appointed to his position as a professor 
of literary semiology at the prestigious French institution the Collège de France 
in Paris. Exactly one week after this ceremony and his inaugural lecture, he 
started his first teaching seminar by addressing a quite surprising subject: 
‘How to Live Together.’ The seminars explored the possibility of creating a 
community capable of including both collective rules and individual rhythms, 
habits, and preferences. Barthes’s material was not sociological statistics, 
interviews, and analysis, but literature.

Literature has always been engaged in the problems of ‘how to live together,’ 
as probably every novel in the world can be said to address this issue in one way 
or another. The lecture manuscripts for the seminar in 1977 were published 
in French in 2002 as Comment vivre ensemble: Simulations romanesques de 
quelques espaces quotidiens, in Kate Briggs’s translation, How to Live Together: 
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Literary Simulations of Some Everyday Living Spaces. Her English translation 
was published in 2013, following the publication in English of Barthes’s last 
two seminars: “The Neutral” (2005 [Le neutre, 2002]) and “The Preparation of 
the Novel” (2011 [La préparation du roman, 2003]). These manuscripts have been 
subject to increasing attention. For Barthes, literature was always a source of 
information, art, and inspiration. He elaborated this in his inaugural lecture 
at the Collège de France, underlining that literature has three dimensions: 
mathesis, or knowledge; mimesis, or art; and semiosis, or processes of signification, 
that is, the force that makes us want to write our self, being “turned toward the 
sign,” as Barthes says (1979: 14).

Some words on our own contribution are recquired.
After a couple of years teaching this material at master’s level courses at the 

University of Oslo, we conceived of making a new version of Barthes’s How to 
Live Together manuscript. In September 2016 our plan was materialized in the 
form of a book, called Å leve sammen: Roland Barthes, individet og fellesskapet 
(Living together: Roland Barthes, the individual, and the community). To make 
this anthology, we invited 30 profiled scholars to reflect upon the 30 concepts 
that Barthes investigated and analyzed in his original series of lectures from 
1977.1 Along with these, we have made place for the term “Idiorrhythmie/
Idiorrhythmy” because it is so fundamental to Barthes’s project, and the 
term “Utopie/Utopia” (which is not exactly a “trait” in Barthes’s inquiries) is 
likewise made the object of an original reading. In addition, as a ‘bonus track,’ 
the anthology includes an article by Éric Marty on Barthes and Foucault. The 
concepts were partly distributed randomly, partly according to assumptions of 
competence and academic relevance. All the authors were given relatively free 
rein, and they were invited to take a single concept as a starting point, draw 
Barthes’s reflections into their own fields of research, and develop an original 
argument related to the essential problem of How to Live Together.

Many of the contributors met for workshops and conferences in both Oslo 
and Paris, where the themes were discussed in depth. On these occasions we 
also discussed Barthes’s approach, the question of methodology, the cross-
disciplinary nature of the project, the key issues in the lectures, and, in particular, 
the relevance of the list of concepts today. These meetings across disciplines, 
institutions, and even national borders were exceptionally inspiring, and with 
this international edition we hope this inspiration will continue to grow, as the 
discussions are far from over. We are grateful for the generosity of the Fritt Ord 
foundation, the Arts Council Norway and the editors’ place of living-together, 
the Department of Literature, European Languages and Area Studies at the 

1 |  The published version of How to Live Together actually includes 31 concepts or 

“traits.” However, we have not included the entry “Idyllique/Idyll” in our anthology, as 

Barthes also omitted it in his original lecture series. 
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University of Oslo, which made our meetings and work with the Norwegian 
and English versions of this book possible.

Our collection of essays is intended as a tribute to Barthes as a researcher, 
reader, and thinker. It is also an attempt to take seriously the challenges that 
the different lectures on living together represent. The subject matter may 
seem ordinary, but the problem of how to live together is addressed within all 
academic disciplines. As already indicated, it is not in authoritative texts within 
the academic disciplines that Barthes seeks his answers. As usual, his approach 
is highly original. For example, he starts with a peculiar desire to not live 
together, as exemplified by the hermetic Desert Fathers of the fourth century 
AD. Barthes was also fascinated by the fact that these solitary, retired, and 
introverted existences nevertheless developed peculiar forms of communities, 
in short, hermit cultures. These communities were later replaced by monastery 
structures and forbidden by the church. The approach to the literary corpus is 
characterized by a distinctively Barthesian attitude. He wishes to investigate a 
fantasy about a form of living where individual and community interests are 
pursued harmoniously. The project may seem utopian, idealistic, even a bit 
naive and romantic, but the fantasy of an idiorrhythmic life reveals itself to 
be a productive way of thinking. In exploring social and political structures, 
utopian literature may describe rules and guidelines for how an idiorrhythmic 
community and its values may be understood, if not realized.

It is somewhat similar to the idea behind the French political commentator 
and thinker Jacques Attali’s Brief History of the Future from 2006, where 
the author sketches out a sort of political utopia, using the concept of 
‘hyperdemocracy,’ a global, harmonious situation that will rise on the ruins 
of possible worldwide conflicts and wars. However, Barthes’s idiorrhythmic 
project is based on the literary imagination rather than political science or 
psychology. He wants to open up space and time to reflect, to fantasize, to create 
simulations, before the process is stopped by demands for choices and priorities. 
This does not mean that Barthes’s thinking is elusive or unsystematic, rather 
that he decides to pursue the topics as far as possible, constantly driven by the 
power of the literary imagination. Barthes does not seek final answers. Rather, 
he investigates the literary construction of ordinary but nevertheless deep-
rooted questions – the “simulations of everyday spaces.”

In this book, we explore further Barthes’s questions, his 30 concepts, his 
five main literary references, and the five topoi these references have led us to 
sketch out.
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The 30 BarThesian concep Ts

Through his readings Barthes decided which issues he wanted to investigate. 
After having established 30 dossiers collecting his observations and reflections 
on each concept, he applied the concepts to the texts again, seeing them as 
crystals that illuminate and create new ideas to be explored. His research was 
led by curiosity, fantasy, imagination, and desire. This is important to point 
out, as humanistic research in our days is increasingly directed by regulations 
from bureaucratic and political forces from above, as elaborated by the Austrian 
philosopher Robert Pfaller in his reflections on the concept of ‘bureaucracy’ 
in our anthology. At this point Barthes refers to Gilles Deleuze and Friedrich 
Nietzsche and the difference between ‘method’ and ‘culture.’ He also alludes to 
the French poet Stéphane Mallarmé, who in his Notes sur le langage wrote that 
“all method is a fiction, and is useful for demonstration. It seemed to him that 
language has appeared as the instrument of fiction: it will follow the method of 
language (determine it). Language reflecting upon itself.” (Barthes 2013: 177, n. 
10) The practice of this ‘non-method,’ this paideia or culture is, Barthes says, “an 
attentiveness to forces” (ibid: 4). And the first force, the one that guides him, is 
the figure of the fantasy. In his inaugural lecture Barthes talked precisely about 
phantasmatic teaching as the elaboration of a research inquiry from a fantasy, 
or, more precisely, a phantasma.

It is through reading L’été grec (The Greek summer), a very popular essay 
by the French writer Jacques Lacarrière, that Barthes’s fantasy found a concept 
to build upon, “a word that would set it to work” (Barthes 2013: 6) as Barthes 
says, and the word was “idiorrhythmy” or “idiorrhythmic” – “the word that 
transmuted the fantasy into a field of knowledge. Through that word, I gained 
access to things that can be learned” (ibid: 7). A keyword for the present anthology 
is therefore the term ‘idiorrhythmy,’ a concept analyzed by Frederik Tygstrup 
in his essay below. ‘Idiorrhythmy’ is derived from the Greek and has to do with 
individual life rhythms. But, as Tygstrup points out, it is not only society, and 
the individuals in it, which have rhythms, but in Barthes argumentation, the 
social economy is also a product of rhythm, just as individuality is a product of 
rythmic repetition and difference. In idiorrhythmic societies, we could say, the 
different rhythms presuppose one another in a harmonious way.

In How to Live Together, Barthes lists 30 concepts taken from Ancient 
Greek and French. So, from akèdia (‘acedy’) and anakhôrèsis (‘anachoresis’), 
via événement (‘event’) and fleurs (‘flowers’) to saleté (‘dirtiness’) and xéniteia 
(‘xeniteia’), we meet a fertile and prolific form of analysis. Barthes states that 
each concept in How to Live Together opens a new ‘dossier’ (that is, a folder or 
a file), each to be understood as a perspective, an aggregate of information, 
and a corpus. To the various dossiers he brings literature and theories that 
illustrate the notions of communal and individual life worlds. Themes such 
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as tolerance, habits, and social and cultural relationships and differences are 
linked to different forms of living discussed in literature and culture in general.

The 30 concepts that Barthes uses represent a kind of concept pool, 
mobilizing a wide range of questions about how living together is represented 
in literature – and in the world. These are concepts for further reflection, which 
might lead into new fields of study and which might grow in various directions.

The five Topoi

Barthes selected five texts as the main literary material for his investigations in 
How to Live Together. The first is the Lausiac History (Historia Lausiaca), which 
is an account of the Desert Fathers written by Bishop Palladius in the year 422, 
followed by Daniel Defoe’s novel Robinson Crusoe (1719), Émile Zola’s Pot Luck 
(Pot-Bouille, 1882), and Thomas Mann’s The Magic Mountain (Der Zauberberg, 
1924). As the last major literary reference, Barthes uses a minor text by André 
Gide, The Confined Woman of Poitiers (La séquestrée de Poitiers, 1930), telling the 
horrific story of Blanche Monnier, a young woman who was locked up in her 
bedroom by her mother at home for 24 years. Gide’s story was based on a trial 
in the year 1901.

These five main literary texts (there are many more) in How to Live Together 
give us five different topoi: the desert, the island, the city, the sanatorium, and 
the home.

1. DESERT. Lausiac Histor y

Bishop Palladius of Galatea (360-42), also known as Palladius Helenopolitanus, 
was the author of the Historia Lausiaca. He traveled around the deserts of Egypt 
and Syria in order to meet prototypic Christian monks, the so-called Desert 
Fathers, and write down their more or less spectacular stories. The hermits 
lived not only in their caves and on their columns but regularly sought a 
community, always to return to their single lives. In opposition to the rules and 
arrangements of the monastery, the hermit’s life is the source of a number of 
interesting discussions in How to Live Together. From monosis (a life alone) and 
anachoresis (secluded life far away – the beginning of idiorrhythmy, Barthes 
says) to koinobiosis (collectively systematized monastic life), Barthes is interested 
in two energies that flow through these three states: “asceticism” (organizing 
space, time, objects) and “pathos” (affecting the imaginary).

Among other thinkers who have written about hermit culture and monastic 
life is the Italian philosopher Giorgio Agamben. In his book The Highest Poverty 
(2011) he analyzes monastic rules and forms of life. What is a human life, asks 
Agamben, if all its expressions or possibilities of expression are identical to 
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regulations and rules? What happens if the rule is equivalent with life itself? 
Palladius’s narratives took place in the deserts, and led us to the idea that the 
desert represents an important metaphor that may inspire new ideas in the 
problems of living together. As a concept, the desert is generally thought of as 
a desolate, empty landscape, interpreted by writers, philosophers, composers, 
filmmakers, artists, and critics as a place of extremes. Since the landscape of the 
desert is dry, silent, marginal, and largely devoid of fauna and flora, it may serve 
as a metaphor for anything from death, poverty, or religion to the primitive past, 
desolate future, or nomad culture. It can also metaphorically signal retirement, 
withdrawal and acedia, a mental state characterized by indifference, boredom, 
fear and loss of desire. Ever since Palladius’s fifth-century Lausiac History there 
has, of course, been an extensive literature on the subject of deserts. As the 
American poet Robert Frost writes in the poem “Desert Places,” the desert is 
among other things related to loneliness and sorrow, the feeling of bearing a 
void: “I have it in me so much nearer home/To scare myself with my own desert 
places.” Michael Ondaatje’s The English Patient, J. M. Coetzee’s Waiting for the 
Barbarians, and Sara Stridsberg’s Darling River are other relevant literary works. 
This topos or platform invites one to think of idiorrhythmy and idiorrhythmic 
life as vulnerable and exposed to mortality. Keywords here include religions, 
rules, margins, silence, acedia/melancholy, withdrawal, and retirement.

2. ISL AND. Robinson Crusoe

In his reading of Robinson Crusoe, Barthes is concerned with Robinson’s everyday 
life and not the dramatic events in the novel. This leads to the topos ‘Island.’ 
In the history of literature and of myths, the island is a metaphor for isolation, 
individuality, and forsakenness, but also independence, new life, and creativity 
based on reduced circumstances. The island is to some extent a closed unity, 
which at times present an alternative word, sometimes an exotic fantasy world, 
a utopia or dystopia. At other times, or simultaneously, the literary island might 
function as a model of the existing world, where certain habits, life rhythms, 
restrictions, and possibilities are characterized in a clarifying manner, as when 
Robinson recreates his contemporary English civilization as far as possible on 
his island. The number of mythical and fictional islands is great, from Avalon 
(Arthurian legend) and Neverland (Barrie) to Treasure Island (Stevenson) and 
Kokovoko (Melville), from New Atlantis (Bacon) and Utopia (More) to Phraxos 
(Fowles), the concrete island (Ballard), and Isla Nublar (Crichton). Used as a 
metaphor in John Donne’s phrase “no man is an island,” the island prompts 
a questioning of the very essence of idiorrhythmic life. But the topos of the 
island also opens up reflections on various encounters, for example related to 
migration and immigration. Homi K. Bhabha (1994) points to the unmappable 
spaces – the in-betweens and liminalities – that appear as archipelagoes on 
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the outer and inner margins of nations and metropoles: they are produced 
today primarily by global flows of migration and established diasporic cultures 
in which hybrid identities flourish in contemporary cosmopolitan societies. 
Keywords for this topos include isolation, boundaries, independence, individuality, 
civilization, and migration.

3. CIT Y. Pot Luck

Émile Zola’s novel Pot-Luck unfolds in a diametrically opposite environment, 
namely, in the city of Paris, with all the action allocated to a fashionable city 
building where residents live out their hypocritical, bourgeois life. It is an 
amazing novel, illustrating the idiorrhythmy with a sarcasm typical of Zola, 
who has a sharp eye for falseness, dissimulation, and the comic in the society 
he depicts. The city may be regarded as the opposite of the desert. Rather than 
being deserted it is characterized by references to uniform masses, at other 
times with variety and contingency. The topos of the city has affinities to 
the island as well as to home. It invites reflections on various idiorrhythmic 
forms of living. In literary studies the modern city has been described as a 
mythological heterogeneous space for fascination and imagination (e.g., 
Benjamin, Stierle, Berman). It has also been regarded as a place for anonymity, 
crossed by alienated literary heroes (Dostoevsky, Hamsun, Kafka). Cities 
have been metaphorized as ant colonies and as jungles. They have been 
recognized as sites for innovation and for speeding up technological solutions, 
infrastructure, and social relations (Virilio). They are places for activity and 
exhaustion, but city planners and architects have always acknowledged the 
need for resting places as necessary conditions for a well-functioning city. Cities 
can thus be seen as places where rhythms of activity and rest, of engagement 
and isolation, are central. The topos of the city is characterized by paradoxical 
dynamics: the crowd/loneliness, interaction/anonymity, speed/rest, and urban 
landscape/countryside. The city has furthermore been recognized as a place 
for experimenting with a huge variety of ways of living together, a major theme 
in fiction from the 19th century on (e.g., Dickens, Balzac, Zola, Sandel, Woolf, 
Döblin, Joyce, Barnes, Cole, Knausgård). Keywords for the city topos include 
urbanity, food, technology, rhythms, finance, information, recreation, anonymity, 
single life, and dating.

4. SANATORIUM. The Magic Mountain

The sanatorium Berghof in Thomas Mann’s novel The Magic Mountain gives 
rise to reflections on patient interaction, epidemics as metaphors, identity 
through disease and, above all, death. Death is, as Barthes suggests, the actual 
telos, the fundamental reason for the sanatorium, its raison d’être. In her 
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reflections on the term ‘Cause,’ the historian of ideas Hilde Bondevik notes the 
novel’s temporal coincidence with some of Sigmund Freud’s texts, including 
Beyond the Pleasure Principle (1920), with its idea of   the death drive (Todestrieb). 
Barthes claims to have chosen the texts randomly and without aiming to reach 
a clear conclusion. After the tuberculosis epidemic died down in the 1940s, 
thanks to antibiotics, the sanatorium is a now outmoded concept as a health 
care institution. The life of the sanatorium and its companion institutions the 
mental asylum and the hospital is described in novels, short stories, and poems, 
especially from the 19th and 20th centuries (e.g., Skram, Hamsun, Mann, 
Plath, Solzhenitsyn, Stridsberg), as well as in our time, where it has featured 
memorably in films (Forman’s One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest, Has’s The 
Hourglass Sanatorium), television (von Trier’s Riget/The Kingdom), art (Pedro 
Rey’s performative project Sanatorium at Documenta 13, Carsten Höller’s Henie 
Onstad Sanatorium), and theater (Sarah Kane’s Cleansed). The sanatorium is 
also described in documents and literature concerning public health systems. 
The sanatorium is closed but at the same time subject to public supervision. 
As an institution, idea, and metaphor, the sanatorium includes an exploration 
of the telos and the idiorrhythmic aspect of recreational life. The sanatorium 
can be taken as exemplifying various institutions in which people spend some 
of their lives living together, such as retirement communities, cruise ships, 
colleges, asylums, and prisons. In addition, the sanatorium could be associated 
with various art institutions, galleries, and museums, considering the so-called 
therapeutic effect of art (Alain de Botton, Höller). Keywords here include health, 
death, institution analysis, illness, and identification.

5. HOME. The Confined Woman of Poitiers

The topos of the ‘Home’ is related to a particular territory that is somehow 
demarcated physically, as for example a nest, cave, or house. It is established 
and maintained rhythmically by various habits and routines for internal 
consolidation and exchanges with the surroundings. It usually signifies 
everyday routines and family life but is also a metaphor for a place that provides 
identity, health, nutrition, shelter, and security. In this sense, the home is 
closely related to the topoi of the island and the sanatorium, and as a metaphor 
it is also opposite to the city and the desert. Its counterpart is to be found in the 
notion of ‘the working place,’ which opens for complementary discussions. In 
comparison, however, a home is a place where one can obtain privacy and feel 
homely, as suggested by the German adjective heimlich, meaning both ‘secret,’ 
and (etymologically, if not in contemporary usage) ‘homely.’ The home provides 
for relaxation (bed, furniture, etc.), hygiene (bathroom), and cooking (kitchen, 
fireplace). But what makes a territory homely in the last instance is usually 
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related to the relative stability of certain sensory qualities like color, smell, and 
sound as well as the existence of certain private objects.

The idea of the home has its own history, and through the ages the physical 
shape as well as the understanding of the home has changed from society to 
society and within different groups in these societies. Studies in the history 
of the home include artistic explorations of everyday life, as in photography 
and video art. Traditionally, food is one of the products of the home and may 
be studied as a specific sort of idiorrhythmy, linked to the notion of taste as 
both a physical and cultural phenomenon. In Barthes’s research the home is 
also, in his reading of Gide, a place that may be the scene of a crime, that 
is, characterized by the Freudian notion of the uncanny – Das Unheimliche 
(1989 [1919]). At the center of home is the idiorrhythmy of shared life as well 
as the individual, single forms of living. Keywords for this fifth and final topos 
include territory, the everyday, routines, habits, food (‘eating together’), rest, taste, 
and solidarity.

rele vance

Why this book? And why these topics today? We believe that Barthes’s 40-year-
old lecture notes have even more relevance today, not least because of the 
challenges we face in the global problems of finding new ways of organizing 
the increasing multi-cultural aspects of social life.

Barthes’s manuscripts are not just about living together but also about 
living alone. The statistics on forms of living in modern Western metropolitan 
areas show that, since Barthes held his lectures, the percentage of singles 
has increased steadily at the expense of married and cohabiting couples. The 
situation is the same throughout the Western world. In his recent book Going 
Solo: The Extraordinary Rise and Surprising Appeal of Living Alone (2012), Eric 
Klinenberg states that while 22 percent of the adult American population lived 
alone in 1950, more than 50 percent of Americans did so in 2012. The tendency 
is the same in modern American and European households and is particularly 
strong in the big cities. The United States is a country characterized by mobility 
and labor migration. The average American moves both often and far, repeatedly 
leaving family and networks of friends and contacts. Global migration also 
creates situations where people – often young men – spend longer periods of 
time as ‘hermits’ in urban environments. They are obliged to live with strangers 
in a melancholic existence that has led Paul Gilroy (2004), a leading thinker in 
the British black diaspora, to promote a culture of ‘conviviality.’

It is a giant leap between the ancient Desert Fathers’ attempts to establish 
an idiorrhythmic form of living and today’s urban single individuals, caring 
for their freedom and connecting to a range of communities. What makes it 
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possible to associate these lifestyles is that they prioritize the individual at the 
expense of family. In addition, there is in both cases a fantasy about a way of life 
that is not static but is rather based on the balance between isolation on the one 
hand and attachment on the other. The balance can be understood in different 
ways. In the culture of the early hermits, it was both about seeking calm 
and contemplation and trying out the ability of the self to sustain loneliness. 
In modern, urban single life. the rhythm of existence is a result of social 
formations and economical structures as well as individual choice: we meet at 
work, in bars, in the theater, and then go back to our shelters, our apartments. 
Although ‘single life’ is not a common term in How to Live Together, Barthes 
describes these poles in idiorrhythmic tendencies, such as when he deals in 
detail with both the asceticism of the hermits and the young charmer Octave 
Mouret’s behavior in Zola’s novel Pot Luck.

Barthes’s lecture notes are playful and experimental, without instructions 
or guidelines for a good life. They rather explore the many possibilities that lie 
in the tension between on the one hand our everyday situations and fantasies of 
idiorrhythmy and, on the other hand, that which prevents idiorrhythmy. Their 
major advantage is that the lectures – the readings – can inspire an alternative 
gaze. They do not ask what the best way of life is or what love really is. Nor do they 
ask for total explanations. Barthes seems more interested in the intensity and 
dynamism of social and idiorrhythmic life than in its duration and harmony. 
His thinking here is like an echo from a book published the same year the 
Living Together seminars were held: “Pourquoi durer est-il mieux que brûler?” 
– “Why is it better to last than to burn?” – Barthes asks in A Lover’s Discourse 
(Barthes 1977: 30; 1990: 23). The attention to rhythm has undoubtedly inspired 
him to think in a less ontological, categorizing, and defining manner. In other 
words, it is not about finding the right way of living but about finding the right 
rhythm or balance between different ways of organizing life – a rhythm that 
neither can nor should be formulaic.

When Barthes once compared his own writing with Marcel Proust’s novel 
In Search of Lost Time, it was perhaps not because it is as rich and extensive as 
Proust’s novel, but probably because Barthes, like Proust, explores what it means 
to become an author. If the novel In Search of Lost Time could be summed up 
in one sentence, Gérard Genette said, it should be ‘Marcel becomes an author.’ 
With Barthes the matter is more complicated: Was Barthes an author, was he 
a writer, ‘un écrivain’? If we are to believe Alain Robbe-Grillet, Barthes has 
always been an author. But even in the most inspired parts of his production, 
it is obvious that Barthes prepares more than he executes. Barthes is somewhat 
like these mystics he mentions in A Lover’s Discourse, these wise men who get 
drunk by the wine they do not drink (1990: 234). Among the many texts from 
Barthes’s hand that have inspired so much writing activity, from novels and 
criticisms to journalism and essays, it is undoubtedly his famous Mythologies 
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(1957) and the best seller A Lover’s Discourse (1977) that are the most important. 
The first title contributed significantly to a new and critical form of journalism, 
while the latter is not only dramatized and used as a starting point for new 
fiction but has also stimulated new generations’ understanding of the language 
of love. If one should summarize and synopsize the authorship of Roland 
Barthes – from Writing Degree Zero to The Preparation of the Novel – it has to 
be: ‘Roland becomes an author.’ With the Living Together manuscripts, this 
author invites us now to explore the possibilities for idiorrhythmic life that lie 
in reading and writing – indeed, in what we could call ‘writing together.’

Knut Stene-Johansen
Christian Refsum
Johan Schimanski                   Oslo/Paris, January 2018
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